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The True Death
Burial And The

Resurrection
Moment

Illusterated
I guarantee, you will be amazed when you see the
awesome power of God to convince the Bible is
from God, through the true translated Ekklesia Bible
“The Set Time Events” of our God.

Editor Willard r. Wade

All Scripture is From The Most Trusted  Ekklesia Bible Translation. To obtain a free
copy of the Ekklesia Bible translation go to this  web site www.ekklesiabible.com

Make This study only from the Ekklesia Bible translation.

The Devil Has Complicated the true resurrection moment to deceive!

Christ
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Most all Translated Bibles for Christians are
translated full of blasphemous names that are
falsely translated to speak injuriously against the
God of the Bible.  Christians are given this
warning from John the Revelator (Rev. 17:3b), that
the “beast” or the “Religion” that “The Great
Whore” is riding upon, is fed “full of blasphemous
names.” “Blasphemous -Names” speak injuriously
against The God of the Bible. (Her religion is the
Beast that is full of  blasphemous names”)
Blasphemous Names that are mistranslated into
every translated Bible [except the Ekklesia Bible]
for the only purpose to deceive the Saints of God.
The Saint of God are warned to come out of the
Great whore and come out of her  blasphemous
names that deceive.
    Rev 18:4  And I heard another voice from
heaven, saying, Come forth, my people, out of her,
that you have no fellowship with her sins, and that
you receive not of her plagues.
Many are called, but  few of the many  will be
Chosen. Make this study for your eternal life.
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Do not allow Self to be deceived by the “Blasphemous Names”
created by Great Whore for the only purpose to deceive the Saints
of God. Rev 17:3 I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored
beast, full of names of blasphemy. Riding  the beast or  her religion.

Catholic
Church

The Great Whore-The Beast is her
Religion that is  full of names of blasphemy.
Blasphemous names deceive the Saints of God.
The Great Whore made the false name
“Baptize” which is written correct as
 Immerse.

“The first in the
world to name

Self by
The

blasphemous
name

“Church”
God did not
establish any

Church

We are giving you warning about the blasphemous names of the
word “Week” and the word “Month” that are “changed” and
mistranslated into the Bible records for the only purpose to
deceive you and caused you to commit idolatry in worship.

She is riding on a beast [religion] full of nanes of blas-
phemy

The name Ekklesia
 is change to the Blasphemous name Church
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The Sign from God is scrambled with blasphemous Translated names
At the crucifixion of Christ on the fourth day of creation he stopped the sacrifice and
oblation.  The prophecy of Daniel is that Christ will cause the sacrifice and oblations to
cease (stop) in the middle of the seven day solar cycle of the Hebrew “Shebuah” or the
Greek  “Sabbaton” (Dan 9:27).  The fourth solar day of creation, begins on our artificial
measure of Tuesday night at dusk of evening and the whole day light period of
Wednesday.

Most popular Bible translators scramble the resurrection moment of Christ with their
blasphemous names that deceive the Saints. It is amazing the lies that our brethren will
create trying to get their Christ in the “Heart of the Earth” three days and three nights in
Their false Friday (the day of the prostitute goddess)  crucifixion and the entombment of
Christ on the beginning of Friday night at dusk (see the Greek epiphosko or “lighting up
night” see Greek of Luke 23:54) ) and their false resurrection record of a Sunday
morning.

 Make this study only from the Ekklesia Bible translation.

   Mat{12:38} Then certain of the scribes and Pharisees answered him, saying, Teacher,
we would see a sign from you. {12:39} But he answered and said unto them, An evil
and adulterous generation seeks after a sign; and there shall no sign be given it but the
sign of Jonah the prophet: {12:40} for as Jonah was three days and three nights in the
belly of the whale; so shall the Son of man be three days and three nights in the heart of
the earth.

Christ said he will give only one sign and the  sign he will give is the sign of Jonah. He
like Jonah, will go into the heart or the deepest part of the earth for three days and three
nights. In the sign of Jonah you must count days and night in the heart of the earth
backwards. If you count historical you would count from the three nights and three days
starting in the heart of the earth with the first whole night period. Christ was entombed
at the beginning of the night (see Luke 23:54 Greek “epiphosko” -lighting up the night).
Matthew Records Christ will also resurrect at Epiphosko or at lighting up the night of
the day Mia.

Looking backwards Jonah was a full three days and three nights or seventy two hours in
the belly of the great fish.  Jonah said while his body was in the great fish his spirit
separated from his body and his spirit went to the bottom of the mountains and at the
bottom of the mountains there he in spirit prayed to God.

The mountains float on molten mass are like ice bergs floating on water with the greater
mass in the deepest part. The bottom of the mountains are in the heart of the earth.
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Christ went to the Bottom of the
mountains 3 days and 3 nights

Christ was resurrected from out of hell ( Acts 2:27  Because thou wilt not leave my soul
in hell, neither wilt thou suffer your Holy One to see corruption.
Christ is resurrected from out of the deeper or the lower parts of the earth Eph 4:9
(Now that he ascended, what is it but that he also descended first into the lower parts of
the earth?
While in the lower part  of the earth Christ went and preacher to prisnors. in hell inn
the earth 1Pet 3:18 ¶  For Christ also hath once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust,
that he might bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh, but quickened by the
Spirit:
19  By which also he went and preached unto the spirits in prison;
20  Which sometime were disobedient, when once the longsuffering of God waited in
the days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls were
saved by water.

Tke Note the
Greater part of
the ice berg is
underwater

The Greater part of the
mountain is floating deeper
within the molten mass.

Floating
Mountain
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Have you been deceived by the Wicker Ruler or The  Great Whore?

The deceivers are teaching you do not need true Bible translations
to be saved. The deceivers are teaching the “blasphemous names”
that are deceiving millions who profess to be “Christians” will not
cause them to be rejected by God.
   You have been warned, There will come a  Wicked ruler who
will change the Bible translated laws of God and he also will
change Bible translated  times that God has set to worship.

You also have been warned there will come a Great Whore and her
religion (the beast she is riding on) she has fed full of names of
blasphemy that will deceive the entire world.  The question is are
you a deceived “Saint?”  You actually do become a Saint in the
everlasting Kingdom of God but because of false Bible translations
you are a deceived Saint?  Now notice the written warning of what
will happen to the Saints of God that are proven to be deceived by
the Eleventh ruler whose name today we know to be Constantine
the Great] “And He shall speak [blasphemous] words against the
Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the Most High; and he
shall think to change the set times [to worship] and the laws [of the
most high]; and they [the deceived Saints in the ever lasting
kingdom of God] shall be given into his hand [Constantine’s hand]
until a time and times and half a time. {7:26} But the court [of
Ekklesia] shall be set, and they [the Saints] shall take away his
dominion [to deceive], to consume and to destroy it unto the
end.[Amplifying in brackets is mine.]
   Question is are you a Deceived  “Saint” who got -in the kingdom
of God, but because you allow self to be deceived, God has given
you over to the hand of your deceiver?
    Now the disciples of the devil are teaching you do not need
truth to be Saved and you can be deceived by devils that are
teaching  lies when they teach, you will still be saved after you are
deceived and God gives you over to the hand of your deceiver.
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 Do not allow self to be deceived, Christ gives us this warning many
are called but few are chosen (Mat 22:14).
Hear the words of Christ giving us warning about being deceive by
“the seed” (or teaching) of the disciples of the devil.
   Mat {13:36} Then he left the multitudes, and went into the
house: and his disciples came unto him, saying, Explain unto us
the parable of the tares of the field. {13:37} And he answered and
said, He that sows the good seed is the Son of man; {13:38} and
the field is the world;
and the good seed, these are the sons of the kingdom; and the
tares are the sons of the evil [one]; {13:39} and the enemy that
sowed them is the devil: and the harvest is the end of the world;
and the reapers are messengers. {13:40} As therefore the tares are
gathered up and burned with fire; so shall it be in the end of the
world. {13:41} The Son of man shall send forth his messengers,
and they shall gather out of his kingdom
all who do things that cause stumbling, and them that do work
without law, {13:42} and shall cast them into the furnace of fire:
there shall be the weeping and the gnashing of teeth. {13:43}
Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of
their Father. He that has ears, let him hear.
   As a Saint who is deceived, according to Christ, There is no way
you can be saved and at the same time be deceived by the disciples
of Satan.
John the revelator says; Come here, I will show you the judgment
of the great harlot that sits upon many waters;
and I saw a and I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored
beast, full of names of blasphemy.
Note A “Blasphemous Name” is a name the deceives and speak
injuriously against God.  Do you know and Have you learned about
any “Blasphemous Names” made by this Great Whore that deceives
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the world of the Saints? The blasphemous  names of Bible  time
“Week” and “Month.”

By our works we will be judged.
Rev{20:12} And I saw the dead, the great and the small, standing
before the throne; and books were opened: and another book was
opened, which is [the book] of life: and the dead were judged out of
the things which were written in the books, according to their works.
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Editor (Willard
R. Wade).
Introduction

I have
computer
precessed

some Bible time events according to the astronomical Bible records
using “Distant Suns” software.  Be careful of what I am teaching. We
know for certain what the astronomical Bible time events are that are
written plain and simple in the ancient languages of the Bible. What is
written here is the true records of the death burial and the resurrection
moment of the Christ. This record  is found translated correctly only in
the Ekklesia Bible translation.  What is written here about the death
burial and the true resurrection moment of Christ is not found written
in most all popular Bible translations. Only a few Bibles do translate
Matthew 28:1 correctly but other records they translate to completely
contradict their translation record of Matthew.  It is nothing less than
ignorance that has caused the false Bible translations that have created
horrendus problems with the Bible translations of the death burial and
resurrection moment of the Christ.

In precessing Bible time with modern Software, we do not know the
quality of the software we are using but some say this is the same
writer of the software that took us to the moon and back. If the
software we use is correct as they claim, then the time we precess of
the death burial and the resurrection moment is correct as to the year of
the death of Christ is precessed as the year of  A. D. 30.
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 Start The Resurrection Moon Abib,

Now again take note, We do not need modern computer  Software to
determine the true resurrection moment of the Christ.  Except for the
year of the death of Christ.-All other astronomical set time events in
this article are corrected to be exact. We do not need modern
Computer Software to determine from the ancient languages of the
Bible, the Exact moment of the day in the death of Christ and the
exact day and the moment Christ was entombed, and the exact day
and the exact moment at the beginning of the dark in the night of the
true solar day “Mia” that Christ resurrected.
Luke 22:7 The came the day to kill.
The ancient Israelites kept the dark of the moon or the Lunar
Calendar is used to determine most all holy days except the Sabbath
day is determined by the sun or sloar days. Luke 22:7 The  first
“Seder” (Order) of the day to kill the Passover is begin with the
measure of the Moon solar days first with the all dark of the night of
the moon Abib, then start counting from the first all dark night
fourteen days  and at dusk of the evening begin to eat the first
Passover “seder” (order) (not the Passover) which “first seder” is a
common supper eaten only with “leavened bread” on this night of
preparation the day to kill. Take careful note, this is important To eat
only -leaven bread on this night. If they eat unleavened bread will
casuse Jews to break the law to eat “levaenved bread for Seven days
starting tomorrow night when eating the Passover of ancient Israel.
Only Leavened bread can be eaten on this night of prepration.To eat
unleavend bread on this night of preparation will cause to eat
unleaven bread eight days and break the law of God to eat unleaven
bread seven days.  Christ will use leaven bread to establish his new
Passover supper memorial. This night the supper is kept only at the
true supper hour of God.  We might also add, at dusk on the next
night of the 15th day of the moon Abib Christ will be dead and
entombed at “dusk” (at the Greek epiphosko or at the “lighting up
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the night”) of the high holy
day of the  Passover supper
memorial of ancient Israel.
The “Passover Supper” of Old
Israel is only kept at the
supper hour of God the
beginning of the new  solar
day at the beginning of the
night on the 15th day of the
Moon Abib. Note there is a
full moon on the night to keep
the Passover of old Israel
   The moon does not keep up
with the sun but is continually
sliding back. To correct this
sliding back, the ancient
Israelites would choose the
beginning dark of the moon
Abib that is the closes to the
vernal equinox (March 22) on
our artificial measure of either
March of April.
   To show what is
astronomically overhead,
Mike Smithwick who created
the software for NASA and the
US government military has
created the most amazing
personal computer software
called “Distant Suns.”

Start The All Dark night of the first solar day of the
new or dark moon Abib on a clear night, the moon
is not seen overhead all night. This first night, the
moon is traveling on the other side of the earth.
Count fourteen days and Christ will be Crucified in
the daylight hours (9:00 AM) of the fourteenth day
of the moon Abib. His death is the middle of the
seven solar days of the Sabbaton, or the fourth
solar day of the creation or Christ stops the sacri-
fice and oblation  “”between the seven days” or the
fourth solar day of Creation (see Daniel 9:27). The
fourth Solar day of creation begins on our artificial
measure of Tuesday night. On this our Tuesday
night Christ will ordain His New Passover Supper
memorial that he commands to be eaten at the
supper hour of the Christian New Passover to be
eaten in the kingdom of God.

Christ on the Cross
At  Mid-day see

Location
The Sun
Midday the

Location
The Earth
A lunar eclipse occurs
when the Moon passes
directly behind the
Earth into its umbra.
This can occur only
when the sun, Earth,
and  moon are aligned
exactly, or very closely
so, with the Earth in
the middle.
 Location of the

The Moon
Christ is killed on the
14th day of the moon
Abib.The 4th day of
creation.

The Crucifixion dark at midday is Impossible to be an Eclipse

Moon

Sun
At Mid-day

14th day
of moon

See next page

At Mid-day

At Mid-day

Location

Location

Location
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The Computer  software “Distant Suns” is advertized to be able to
“precess time backwards” ten thousand years accurately or forward
from any given position on earth.
   Time is said to be correctly precessed in any astronomical time
events of the earth in relation to the stars and planets back ten
thousand years.  This software also makes the claim to precess
precisely astronomical positions of the earth in relations to the stars
and planets ten thousand years into the past.

Here is the result of my research.   When I use this software “Distant
Suns” the Bible records of astronomical time events from the GPS
position of the city of Jerusalem, the only record of the “Year”  that
would (GPS) parallel precisely the death burial and the resurrection
moment of the Christ is precessed as the year of “A.D. 30.”  The
resurrection on the beginning of the night of the 18th day of the
moon Abib or the beginning night of the day Mia, the exact
resurrection moment would be on the beginning of the night of the
modern artificial solar Calendar the beginning our artificial measure
of Saturday night of  April 7. There is no doubt this time of the
resurrection moment is close to the resurrection time of the year
even if the soft ware “Distant-Suns” is incorrect.    Note carefully,
This records ( for whatever it is worth) shows Christ to be crucified
by the Bible calendar of the dark of the Moon Abib but Christ is
recorded -not to resurrect on the calendar of the moon, but the
resurrection record is changed from the Lunar Calendar to the solar
Calendar by the Bible writers. Christ is crucified on the lunar
Calendar (14th day of the moon Abib)  (the fouth day of creation or
our modern Wednesday) and for New Testament we are to use the
solar Calendar for the resurretion. on the night of day One.  The
Record of resurretion of the Christ is acording to  the solar Calendar.
The resurrection moment is, at dusk, on the beginning night of the

The Devil Has Complicated the resurrection moment only to deceive!
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The Devil Has Complicated the resurrection moment only to deceive!
Bible Solar day “Mia” (or day she is One) which parallels our
modern the beginning of dark on our artificilal measure Dusk of the
artificial or the clock meausre of Saturday night.
Note carefully, this Bible solar day “Mia” is not a solar day of the
Greeks of Greece. Neither is the Bible solar day Mia a solar day of
the calendar of the Romans who copy the artificial measure of
solar Calendar of the ancient Egyptians that starts their measure of
their artificial solar day that artificially starts to be measured from
midnight with a clock. (A note here, God does not use clocks to
measure His days to starrt at midninght).

Again note, the false translated resurrection records that was started
first by the Catholic church for the pagan false Bible translations,
that she has mistranslated to say that Christ resurrected at sun rise
on  the day of the sun god or a Sunday.   Christ did not resurrect on
any parts of Sunday or on any part of the Sabbath day but Christ
resurrected at “Dusk” but it was at the supper hour of God, at the
beginning of the dark, on the beginning of the solar day “Mia” or
“day One.” Since the Greek and the Hebrew languages are both
conjugated backwards to the English the correct Bible translations
of the resurrection  day Mia would be more correct to translate as  “
the One day” as is translated in the Ekklesia Bible and the
American Standard Bible.  To translate this Bible record “gender
inclusive” in the Hebrew would be translated correctly as “Day He
is One.” In the Greek is feminine translated as the day “Hemera” or
“Day She is one.”  My first Hebrew instructor tells me that I can
not translate this creation record gender inclusive, because no Bible
translators do that. I see the refusal to translate “gender inclusive”
as one our greatest problems in trying to shed light on the ancient
languages that are so far superior to our crippled modern English.
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Some -Refusal to translate gender inclusive gives false Bible
translators room to translate a lie into the Bible records.
  The solar day “Mia” is the first or the feminine declension the
Greek word Hice, which “Hice” is the masculine of the cardinal
numeral “One.” The Bible solar day “Mia” is measured from the
beginning of the dark of the evening.  The Bible day Mia must be
measured only with the eye to be only one revolution of the earth
upon it’s axis. Count first only one whole dark period followed with
only one whole light period from one revolution of the earth on it
axis.
The Bible  day Mia is measured fromd dusk of the evening with only
the eye as one whole dark period followed with only one whole light
period.  You use your eye to see this day approaching and not a
clock. When you see this day approaching the Hebrew writer tellls
us to neglect not the gathering “as you see the resurrection day
approaching.” (Heb 10:25).

Note Carefully “Sunday” is measured artificially with instruments
such as clocks, using two parts of two dark  periods of -two
revolutions of the earth upon it axis.  It is completely and totally
mpossible for the solar Day of a “Sunday” resurrection to fit any
parts of the most ancient resurrection records of the Christ.

Did you know that Most Popular Biible translators do not believe to
be saved, we must have truth of the translated Bible records of the
death burial and the resurrection moment of the Christ
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Because of false Bible translations Modern science and the atheist
and Bible agnostics can never see the power of the Bible to
convince the Bible is God breathed, because God has designed the
Bible time and His set Time Events to put an awesome power to
convince the Bible is God breathed. Discoed only in the records of
Bible time is  the most awesome convincing set time events to
worship.

The Ekklesia Bible is the only translated Bible in the entire world
that gives you a true Bible translation of the true and the exact
resurrection moment of the Christ Y’ehsus.

Do not overlook this truth.  Not once did the New Testament Saints
of God ever celebrate the physical birthday of Christ but God
established the celebration of the -rebirth moment of Christ at the
same moment all the Saints of God are made spiritually alive at the
exact Resurrection of Christ, the rebirth moment or the moment of
God “Passing Over”  for all the Saints of God through the
resurrection moment of the Christ. Because of false Bible
translations made with blasphemous names only a few Saints know
when God has passed over them.
.
Beware and do not be deceived about the true resurrection moment
of the Christ. The Catholic Church and the protestant Bible
translators have Changed the Bible records of the true resurrection
moment of the Christ. The Catholic Church and most of the popular
Bible translators do not believe God will -not save you if you are
deceived about the true resurrection moment of the Christ and the
times that God has set to worship. Most all are deceived “ Because
of False Bible translations most “Saints” still have no idea of the
true resurrection moment of the Christ.
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God gives us warning through His prophet Daniel, if we are
deceived by the wicked ruler who thinks he can change “laws of
God” and Change Bible “set times” of God to worship, then God
give this warning, He will give those “Deceived Saints of God who
are in the everlasting kingdom of God,  those who allow self to be
deceived by the wicked ruler, then God warns through Daniel He
will give the deceived Saints over to the hand of their deceiver.  Do
not allow self to be deceived by false Bible translators.

Daniel {7:25} And he [the eleventh horn] shall speak [blasphemous]
words against the Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the
Most High; and he shall think to change the set times [to worship]
and the laws [of the most high]; and they [the deceived] shall be
given into his hand until a time and times and half a time. {7:26}
But the court [of Ekklesia] shall be set, and they [the Saints through
the Ekklesia] shall take away his dominion [to deceive], to consume
and to destroy it unto the end. {7:27} And the kingdom and the
dominion, and the greatness of the kingdoms under the whole
heaven, shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High:
his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve
and obey him.

I warn you, Constantine and the Catholic Church have changed all
the records of the  resurrection moment of Christ, from the natural
eye measure of the solar Calendar to the Artificial clock measure of
the Roman solar Calendar. This is a very complicated deception
because most of the entire world use the Roman Artificial solar
Calendar for commerce and for their daily lives.
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The Devil Has Complicated the resurrection moment only to deceive!
Here is what so strange, the Catholic church teach Pope Gregory had
the authority to change the resurrection moment to a Sunday from
Saturday night to a Sunday Morning to be able to use the ancient
Roman Calendar.
Most of The protestants do not believe we must have a true Bible
translation to be saved because they do not believe we are saved by
our works. They see nothing wrong by mistranslating the ancient
artificial measure of the Romans Calendar into the Bible records
because they think we are not saved by knowing truth.  Then
because of false Bible translations, most of the entire world for over
a thousand years do not know the true resurrection moment of the
Christ.

To use the artificial solar Calendar to describe the resurrection
moment completely and altogether scrambles everything God has
designed to put the most awesome convincing power in the Bible
records.

Study this illustration of the true resurrection moment very carefully
and compare to the Bible mistranslation of Bible time and the very
complicated change in Bible time is made so simple and easy for you
to understand.

God said “I made the dark” (Isa 45:7b). God created the dark before
he created the Light (Gen 1:1-2).  The Bible solar day of God is
measured from the beginning of dark with only one revolution of the
earth upon it’s axis.
There is measured only one whole dark period in the Bible solar day
of God. The whole dark period of a Bible solar day, is to be
measured before the whole light period.
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The  First daerk night

 of the Moon Abib

Christ died according to the Lunar Calendar year not by the solar Calendar year as is
falsely translated in all Bibles except The Ekklesia Bible.  Note in the solar year 30 AD
The vernal Equinox is the beginning of the all night dark of  the moon Abib that Christ
will die exactly fourteen days from the first all dark night of the Moon Abib.

The Only Astronomical record of the overhead that will fit the
Bible records exactly is the year AD 30.
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Not notice in the Death of Christ is a  miracle made in the shortest
Bible solar day,  one whole three hour dark Period followed by one
whole three hours of a light period.   Now in the Roman artificial
time measure, you would never be able to see this miracle day of
God made in the death of Christ. You can not celebrate this shortest
Bible day for the death of Christ without God make another miracle
short day. Then our God has established  that we are to gather and to
celebrate his resurrection to life and our resurrection to spiritual life
through his resurrection at his resurrection moment.

Our Jewish Bible writers of the Greek New Testament used the
Greek Old Testament called the LXX or The Greek Septuagint.
The resurrection day is transliterated in the Greek New Testament to
be called by the correct name of  “Mia.” Christ resurrected on the
transliterated Bible day “Mia” which can be translated as the
numeral “One.”  The Greek “Mia” is the first feminine declension
for the stem  (the root) of the masculine of the Greek word “Hice”
the word meaning “one.” “Mia or Day she is One.”   Mia a
translation from the Hebrew “Yom Echad.” Echad is a masculine
cardinal numeral “Day He is One.”  Now my Hebrew teacher
disagrees with my “gender inclusive” Bible translations. Absolutely
one can deny this is exactly what the record is teaching.

Get this fact very clear in you mind. The first three days of God are
not solar days but are created days in the eyes of God and it is
impossible to be solar days for man.  On the first day of Creation
there is no created sun.   On the second day of Creation there is no
created sun. On the third day of creation there is no created sun
moon or stars. For the first three days of creation there is no sun, no
moon and no stars (see Genesis chapter 1 :1-19).  The on the fourth
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day of creation God made the sun for the days of man and the sun
moon and the Stars are not for days of God.
    Now take very careful note, Genesis chapter 1 verses 1-5. This
first day of creation is -not a solar day or a day of the sun or a
“Sunday.”
    The modern Artificial day is measured from midnight  to Midnight
with two parts of two revolutions of the earth upon it axis.
   Some Bible writers give bits and pieces of Bible history but they
do not necessarily record Bible history in chronological in order.
Luke is the only Bible writer that declares he is giving us the best
chronological order of Gospel history (Luke 1:1-3). Because Mark
reverses the record of the women coming to the tomb of Y’ehsus and
he gives the exact moment in time that Y’ehsus resurrects some
scholars reject some parts of the record of Mark.  Some of parts of
the resurrection record of Mark are rejected by some Bible scholars
starting from verse 9 to the end of the chapter. Even if it is an
addition to the text I see nothing wrong with the longer versions of
Mark. The record of Mark is saying exactly what other records are
saying that is falsely translated into most Bible translations. Without
the need to manipulate the ancient text the record from verse 9- to
the end of the chapter can be easily correctly translated to parallel
precisely the other Gospel records of the resurrection of Y’ehsus and
the time the women cam to the tomb of Y’ehsus. Take note there is
no written apparatus (periods, commas, and other marks of the
English written in the gospel record of Mark.  Men add the textual
apparatus to the Bible record to make the record say what they
understand it to say.  Beware some Bible translators add apparatus to
the record to make the record say what they want it to say.    It is
only where you add the apparatus that will change understanding of
the resurrection moment of Y’ehsus.   Do not take out of Bible
history the hermeneutics, the environment or “that which surrounds”
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and will give the best interpretation of the resurrection moment of
Y’ehsus.  Be careful to note that it is Men who translate the Bible who
add the chapters and verse numbers to the Bible records.   Men want to
start Mark’s record of the women coming to the tomb of Y’ehsus by
using the following interposition of Mark.   So be careful and do not try
and make context of the time the women came to the tomb of Y’ehsus
or the resurrection moment of Y’ehsus out of the following
i n t e r p o s i t i o n  o f ,  M a r k  c h a p t e r  1 6  v e r se  1 .   And when the Sabbath was
past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James, and Salome,
had bought sweet spices, that they might come and anoint him.  This
verse should -not be a part of the resurrection moment of Y’ehsus or a
part of the record of the women coming to the tomb of Y’ehsus in the
morning of day One.  This verse belongs in the end of chapter fifteen as
an interposition by the writer Mark. The record of Mark chapter 15:47.
And Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of Joses beheld where
he was laid (on the day of preparation of the Passover Sabbaton or
before the Passover Sabbath).  And when the [Passover] Sabbath was
past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James, and Salome,
had bought sweet spices, that they might come and anoint him [in
brackets is mine].
   The context is continuing to reveal time was after the Sabbath of the -
Passover that the women went to purchase sweet spices that they might
come and anoint him.  Then -after the Passover Sabbath would be on
the sixth day of the seven day Sabbaton.
 Note this record carefully with the interposition given by Mark.  Then
women had bought spices that coming they might anoint him.
Next Mark begins to start his record of the women coming to the tomb
of Y’ehsus backwards comparing to Matthew.  Mark gives the second
visit to the tomb of Y’ehsus after sunrise (our modern Sunday morning)
some twelve hours after the resurrection moment at early dark on the
resurrection day one of the Sabbaton.  Some of the women went the
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second time to look at the tomb of the Y’ehsus the Lord.   These
same women knew that Y’ehsus was resurrected at “early dark” of
the night before.   Again in the morning at sunrise the women found
the tomb empty, and the great stone door was -not rolled back in
place by the military guards they had seen at “early dark” on the
night before at the tomb of Y’ehsus.
  A fact that must not be overlooked Mary Magdalene and Mary the
mother of Joses has seen the guards posted at the tomb of Y’ehsus
see Mark chapter 15:47  And Mary Magdalene and Mary the
mother of Joses beheld where he was laid.
Again take careful note the women with Mary Magdalene knew
there would be -no posted guards at the tomb to roll back the stone
for them when they ask among themselves who will roll back the
stone for us?  When the women had left the tomb of Y’ehsus the
night before, the terrified and bewildered guards were still at the
tomb. The women had assumed the guards had rolled the door of
the tomb back in it place to make it appear that Y’ehsus was still in
the tomb so they would not be put to death by the military for
allowing the body of Y’ehsus to be missing.   The women knew that
Y’ehsus had resurrected earlier in the night and that there would be
no reason for posted guards to be at the tomb to roll back the stone.
So this morning visit to the tomb was “Kai” “also” the second visit
of the women to the tomb of Y’ehsus.  The second time the women
came to the empty tomb after the sun had risen they are not bringing
spices to anoint Y’ehsus because they knew He had resurrected and
the same women had put their hands and arms around and held on
to Y’ehsus at the his feet as they worshipped him in the early night
of his resurrection (Matthew chapter 28 verse 9). Some of these
same women are recorded by Mark to be coming to the empty tomb
of Y’ehsus after the sun has risen.
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Some reason the question, why would the women go back to the
tomb of Y’ehsus in the morning when they know the tomb is empty
in the early night?  That answer to that question is very simple.
Curiosity for the awesome person of Y’ehsus or God that is loved.
Why do multitudes today go to look at the hole in the rock that some
make the claim to be the tomb of Y’ehsus? Mary Magdalene and
some other women go to the tomb of Y’ehsus believing he
resurrected at early dark of day one out of curiosity for the awesome
person Y’ehsus that is loved.
The Day of the death of Christ is written according to the 14th
calendar day of the moon Abib. According to the prophesy of
Daniel, Christ or The Messiah will cause the sacrifice and oblation
to cease (stop) in the middle of the Hebrew Shebuah, or the middle
of the Greek  “Sabbaton Between” or in the -middle day of the seven
day solar Sabbaton (see Septuagint Daniel 9:27). The middle day of
the Sabbaton is the fourth day of creation in the seven day solar
Sabbaton  that God made for man. Christ will be crucified on the
fourth day of the Sabbaton.  The Fourth day of the Sabbaton begins
on our modern Artificial measure of Tuesday night at dusk and the
fourth day of creation, ends on our modern Wednesday night at dusk.
“Dusk” or “lighting up the night” is identified in the Greek as
“Epiphosko” or at “lighting up the night” (see Greek of Luke 23:54)
 Luke 22:7 Then came the day to kill [the beginning of the dark on
the 14th day of the  moon Abib], the fourth day of the seven day
solar Sabbaton  to kill [Y’ehsus who is our Christian Passover of all
the Saint in the everlasting kingdom of God.

The beginning of the night begins the new Bible solar day. This is
the Night of the 14th day that is determined only by the position of
the moon called “the resurrection moon of Abib. The resurrection


